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Anatomy:the study of how organisms are structured and organized

Biologycan be studied byexamining how things are organized in a hierarchy
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life is defined in terms of interactions, relationships, and collective properties of manysystems and their parts

Emergent property:a propertywhich a collection or system has, but which individual members do not have

examples: ake "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts"
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*at everyhigher level of complexity, new emergent properties appear

i.e. tissues have properties that cells do not, organs have properties that tissues do not... etc.

Physiology:the study of functions and mechanisms in a living body

- Anatomylooks athow something is structed
Physiology looks at how those structures work



Organisms can be organized into 2 major categories:

Eukaryotes E Sin
always unicellular mainlymulticellular but can be unicellularBiti prokaryotes
it inn'sstilI no nucleus surrounds genetic material nucleus encloses genetic material

no compartments within cell
↳

ex:bacteria

Bacterial cell structure

plasmid:circular loop of DNA #
li: proteins that help cells to connect to each other

contains genes involved
- allows cells to exchange plasmids (conjugation)

in survival a reproduction - also allows movement

i ribosome:site of protein synthesis
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(size is smaller than those in eukaryotes
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nucleoid:single chromosome made of a circular DNA

↑ ·8 ⑧ - - controls cell division, development, and activities
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~ cytoplasm:jelly-like substance thatcontains cell structures

/S · and where chemical reactions occur

S ③ =
Ssi cell membrane:prevents cell contents from escaping

controls whatenters and leaves cell

protects the cell

flagellum: filaments used to propel and move cell
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⑱
cell wall:prevents cell from bursting

extra content



Animal cell structure typical Plant cell structure leaf
nucleus

membrane structure which
-

contains DNAas linear chromosomes ~ &

8. controls cells activities
* -

ribosome

site of protein synthesis
can be free or bound to membranes

-
-

cytoplasm⑲so yojelly-like substance thatcontains cell

structures and where chemical reactions occur

mitochondrion

site of aerobic cellular respiration

ce77 membrane

prevents cell contents from escaping 8

controls whatenters and leaves cell

large central vacuole
contains salts and sugars
helps to keep plantcells firm

Golgiapparatus chloroplast
modifies and packages traps lightenergy

proteins for export for photosynthesis

cell wall

prevents plant cells from bursting
permeable to water and salts

extra content



Biologyis the studyof life and living organisms.

what does it mean to be alive?

In order for anyorganism unicellular or multicellular to be considered alive, theymust meetall of the following characteristics:

ovement - action byan organism or partof an organism causing a change in position or place

espiration - chemical reactions in cell thatbreak down nutrientmolecules and release energyfor metabolism

ensitivity - abilityto detectand respond to changes in the internal or external environment

rowth - permanent increase in size and drymass

eproduction - process that make more of the same kind of organism

xcretion-removal ofwaste products of metabolism and substances in excess of requirements

utrition - the taking in ofmaterials for energy, growth and development

To better understand these characteristics, examine examples from a varietyof organisms

Examples:

Unicellular organism - bacterium:E. coli ~
~
I

cell moves bycontracting flagella, spinning and propelling it & - -
as ittakes in nutrients it grows until it reproduces

cell can move towards food o food

reproduces asexuallyvia binaryfission 8 8 via chemotaxis

-breaks down nutrients and stores as ATP using secrete enzymes to break down food

oxygen (aerobic) and mainlywithout oxygen anaerobic and absorb it via diffusion

&
waste from chemical processes (metabolism) expelled via diffusion ...

Multicellular organism - animal:H. sapiens human

-

-humans can move bycontracting muscles which moves the skeleton
* biceps contracts
->

triceps contracts

- reproduces sexuallyusing gametes sperm s ovum
-W
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- defects smell, taste, light, sound, temperature, touch using nose, tongue, eyes, ears, skin respectively I-
-grows larger with intake of food and maturityinto adult
- breaks down nutrients and stores as ATP using oxygen (aerobic) and without oxygen anaerobic

-removes metabolic waste,intakes in, breaks down andabsorbs
via excretorysystem nutrition via digestive system

urine faeces Ye
Multicellular organism - plant:Q. alba (white oak E

- roots and shoots can move toward soil and light respectively

nerpentr"Tinrirprtigentee- start as seeds and grow throughout their life, becoming 20m tall · S- reproduce sexuallyusing seeds which fertilize other plants becoming acorns

- release metabolic waste CO2, O2, H20 through W

stomata in their leaves via diffusion

*E
roots



Answer the following questions:
I Choose one bacteria, animal, and plant species (notfound in this lesson

For each, explain how they meet all the criteria for being considered alive

2 Compare and contrast animal cells and plant cells in terms of their structure

3 Viruses are generallyconsidered to not be alive - explain and justifywhy

4 Complete the following table for humans:

organ system organ tissue cell

trachea

neuron

cardiac muscle

lymphatic

s label the following
a) bl

C)




